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Result of a parameter estimate: probability
distribution

10.0 ± 0.2 a way to present the information
about the probability distribution
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random errors during the measurement process
systematic errors during the measurement process
systematic errors introduced by a model

Sources of uncertainities
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variance/scatter bias/offset
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The methods presented here are just for random
errors estimation!
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Most methods require the knowledge about the
error (noise) distribution.



easiest way: repeat an identical measurement and monitor
the distribution of the results
some error distributions are known from physics: e.g. photon
counting is usually assumed to be a Poisson process

Error distribution
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Confidence intervals



error contours -- error bars, error ellipses etc., are all
manifestations of confidence intervals

Confidence intervals
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Non-symmetric distributions
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Complicated distributions
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confidence region defined via the contour at which the
logarithmic likelihood is 0.5 lower than that at its maximum

Solution recommended in Barlow (1993)



Complicated distributions
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Locate the maximum of the likelihood function
Identify the contours where the likelihood function takes
some constant value (smaller than the maximal) and
integrate likelihood over this regions -- the result is their
confidence level
Adjust the contour level so that the confidence level is 68.3%

1.
2.

3.

Iterative solution recommended in Andrae (2010)



Central limit theorem
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if certain regularity conditions are met, any likelihood
function is asymptotically Gaussian near its maximum

For error estimation we cannot go arbitrarily close to the
maximum of the likelihood function -- it is necessary to check
the goodness of the Gaussian approximation.



Central limit theorem
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Model-based parameter
estimation



goal: maximize the likelihood function

Model fitting
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maximum-likelihood estimate -- parameters maximizing the
likelihood function



Identify the error distribution of the data and obtain the
corresponding likelihood function
Maximize the likelihood function by taking the first
derivatives with respect to the desired model parameters
and set it to zero
Solve the resulting system of equations

1.

2.

3.

Model-based parameter estimation
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Overview



Evaluate the likelihood function of every point in a
parameter space grid

1.

Brute-force grid
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only assumption: error distribution of measured data is
correct



Look for the contour where
For Gaussian likelihood function this yields 1σ contour

1.
2.

Varying Chi squared
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assumption: error distribution is Gaussian -- otherwise chi
squared makes no sense
this is chi squared, not chi squared per degree of freedom!



Based on the central limit theorem

Fisher matrix
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P-dimensional Gaussian



this method can only describe elliptical error contours
assumption: error distribution of measurements is known
(i.e. the likelihood function is defined correctly)
assumption: the second-order Taylor expansion is a good
approximation

Fisher matrix
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always correct for Gaussian measurement errors and linear
models (likelihood function is truly a Gaussian)
rule-out criteria for other distributions:

determinant of the covariance-matrix candidate must be
positive
its eigenvalues must all be positive

Fisher matrix
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these methods directly draw samples from the likelihood
function -- similarity to measurement of errors by repeating
the measurement process and monitoring the results
only assumption: error distribution of the measured data is
known correctly
using this method it's possible to describe nonlinear
dependencies between model parameters

Monte-Carlo methods
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Model-independent
parameter estimation



assumption: error distribution of the measured data is
known correctly
for each data point: sample a new data point from the error
distribution
resampled dataset can be interpreted as an alternative
measurement result
monitoring of the resulting parameter estimates we get an
upper limitfor the uncertainity

Resampling the data
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also a resampling method
a new dataset is constructed by drawing new samples from
the measured dataset itself
error distribution of the measured data does not need to be
known
bootstrapped samples can include certain datapoints
multiple times

Bootstrapping
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Thank you for your attention!

Paper: https://arxiv.org/abs/1009.2755
My code: https://github.com/maja-jablonska/error-estimation-in-astronomy




